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Start with material traditionally considered to be
waste. Transform it into ultra-clean energy, power
and other high-value products that can be used here
or sold abroad. Create a new and growing cluster of
talented companies and workers, expertise and jobs.
Enable British Columbians to apply their skills and
training in a growing sector with significant potential.
All while minimizing environmental impacts through
reduction of waste and greenhouse gases.
This future is closer than you think.
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What is bioenergy?
A truly renewable energy source, bioenergy is derived from organic materials including wood waste, agriculture crops, animal manure, food waste and municipal green waste. Through a variety of processes,
this organic material can be transformed to produce electricity or heat, or can be used to create valuable
fuels and specialty chemicals.
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Foreward from Chair of Board and Executive Director

John Allan
Chair

Michael Weedon
Executive Director

In communities like Nanaimo and Salmon Arm, municipalities are capturing biogas
from local landfills and converting it into clean and renewable energy. In Vancouver,
the city’s wood waste stream is providing an ultra-clean fuel and energy supply to
the University of British Columbia. While in the Fraser Valley, animal waste from dairy
farms is being converted into renewable biogas and electricity. And in Burnaby, lignin
products are being extracted from forest wood residuals to produce specialty, highvalue industrial chemicals and building materials.
BC Bioenergy Network has been instrumental in helping these projects and many others grow from
proposal to the successful deployment of their technology, and on to commercial application in the
marketplace. The scientific, intellectual and commercial gains from these project investments are real,
practical, and scalable.
But realizing the full promise of BC’s biomass resources will require continued investment, coordination,
and collaboration among the participants of this growing network: our universities, training institutes,
trades, entrepreneurs and investors, foresters, farmers and local governments. We are now in a critical
stage of leveraging these early successes to foster the growth of the sector and ensure they are replicated
elsewhere.
To this end, BC Bioenergy Network is championing bioenergy development and supporting a new
generation of British Columbians—young engineers, scientists, biochemists and technicians—to find
new ways to create greater value from BC’s forests and biomass resources.
It is clear that bioenergy is much more than an alternative source of energy. It is a broad-based solution
for reducing waste, fostering skills training and creating jobs, while meeting climate change goals and
unlocking the full value of our forest and biomass resources. Bioenergy is a key to our future growth;
and it is imperative that its full potential be realized.
At BC Bioenergy Network we are ready to seize these opportunities for the benefit of all British Columbians.

John Allan
Chair

Michael Weedon
Executive Director

BCBN Vision

BC Bioenergy Network is building a world-class bioenergy capability for the
benefit of all British Columbians by advancing research, deploying nearterm bioenergy technologies, and supporting bioenergy development.
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Executive Summary
BC Bioenergy Network (BCBN) is championing bioenergy development in BC and creating value from our forests
and other biomass resources for the benefit of all British Columbians. Established in 2008 as a not-for-profit
organization as part of the Province’s Bioenergy Strategy, BCBN was provided a $25 million grant from the BC
Ministries of Energy and Mines and Environment to foster and accelerate the growth of BC’s bioenergy industry.
BCBN’s objectives are to:
• M
 aximize the value derived
from BC’s biomass resources;
• D
 evelop mission-driven
research, development and
demonstration projects;
• S
 upport projects that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions;
• N
 etwork and partner in BC,
Canada, and internationally to
advance the bio-economy; and
• L ever funding to support
bioenergy technology and
applications.
BCBN has provided funding of
$15.75 million to 19 bioenergy
capital projects, $822,285 for 11
capacity-building initiatives, and
$245,000 in contributions for
education and advocacy.
BCBN funded projects create
new opportunities and economic
activity. $16.6 million of BCBN
project funding has leveraged
new investments for a total
project value of $123.5 million.
Projects cover the spectrum of
waste streams, including forest
biomass residues, agriculture
residuals, and municipal waste.
Deployment of these capacity
building and early stage
commercial projects decreases
risk and facilitates growth to full

BCBN Project Funding

scale commercialization. To date,
99 percent of these projects are
underway or deployed.

Independent economic
analysis undertaken
by MMK Consulting
indicates:
• $ 16.6 million of BCBNfunded project expenditures
represents employment of 318
person-years, GDP of $17.8
million, and federal, provincial
and municipal tax revenues of
$3.2 million; and
• $ 123.5 million in total project
funding leveraged by BCBN
represents employment of
1,826 person-years, GDP
of $106 million and federal,
provincial and municipal tax
revenues of $19.75 million.
BCBN has pursued its mandate
with a lean and cost-effective
management team and a nonpaid board structure.

Bioenergy has
clear economic,
environmental and
social benefits:
• E
 nhancing natural resource
values by implementing new
technologies, adapting

Total Project Funding

existing plant infrastructure,
and creating new value-added
co-products for revenue
diversification;
• U
 tilizing local biomass
resources to diversify the
economy and keep energy
dollars in the community;
• C
 reating new green jobs at
every step of the process,
including providing workers
with needed training and skills;
• C
 reating new export
and inward investment
opportunities;
• I ncreasing BC’s share of clean,
renewable energy;
• R
 educing GHG and CO2
emissions when used as
replacement for fossil fuels;
• I mproving air quality by
reducing sulfur dioxide
and nitrogen oxides;
• R
 educing and utilizing wastes
that are otherwise burnt or sent
to landfill; and
• R
 educing the risks and costs
associated with forest fires
by using non-merchantable
timber and residuals.
Bioenergy is not only an energy
solution; it is a component
of the larger and broader bioeconomy.

Employment in
person-years

GDP of

Developing new processes
and value-added co-products,
and integrating them within
existing wood-based production
infrastructure is important not
only to the future of bioenergy
and the bio-economy but
also to the future of the forest
products industry and the
people who depend on these
jobs. Natural Resources Canada
estimates the annual global
growth of bio-products to be
in the range of 5–24 percent
depending on product type
and the total markets to grow
to almost $100 billion by 2015.
Government, the private sector,
educational institutes and the
not-for-profit sector must work
in partnership to ensure that
BC is able to take advantage
of these opportunities. This
includes not only fostering the
growth of the bioenergy sector,
but also ensuring that British
Columbians have the necessary
skills and training to take
advantage of the resulting job
opportunities that will be created.
Realizing the full promise of
the province’s bioenergy sector
requires continued investment,
coordination, and collaboration
among all stakeholders,
including the private sector,
our educational institutions,
and government.

Tax revenues

$16.6m $123.5m 1,826y $106m $19.75m
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Bioenergy:

The Key to Sustainable Growth

It is clear that bioenergy is a key to sustainable growth. In a world grappling with the need to reduce reliance
on fossil fuels, bioenergy provides a real, practical solution. In fact, by developing more sustainable energy
sources, reducing waste, and creating more jobs and value from natural resources, bioenergy provides a viable,
integrated way in which to address pressing societal and environmental needs: now and in the future.
What are the benefits?
Clean, renewable energy —
Biomass is a carbon neutral
energy source relative to
traditional fossil fuel sources, as
is the energy produced from it.
Greenhouse gas and methane
gas reductions — Bioenergy
not only significantly reduces
CO2 greenhouse gas emissions
by replacing fossil fuels, up to
42 times for coal replacement
and 30 and 20 times for oil
and natural gas respectively.
Anaerobic digestion and
gasification solutions also
provide a means to reduce
methane gas emissions from
agriculture operations and
landfills. BC has sufficient
biomass residual supply
to theoretically replace
approximately half of the
existing fossil fuel demand
of 920 petajoules per year.
This would equate to 230 million
tonnes of CO2 saved. While
technology development and
current low energy prices make
this challenging, even 10 percent
would equate to a reduction of
23 million tonnes of CO2e.

Improved air quality —
Biomass significantly outperforms coal and oil on sulfur
dioxide and nitrogen oxides
emissions. Bioenergy initiatives
can dramatically reduce air
pollution and improve air quality
when bioenergy applications
with enhanced air emission
control equipment is used, when
biomass based transportation
fuels replace fossil fuels, or when
replacing coal.
Waste reduction and municipal
benefits — Waste reduction is
a particularly important benefit
of bioenergy given that much
of what we consider polluting
waste is in fact bio-feedstock
containing valuable carbon
content that can be utilized to
produce energy. In 2011, the
world generated an estimated
two-billion tons of municipal
solid waste. Population
growth, urbanization, and
rising standards of living are
expected to drive this number
higher, increasing the global
opportunity for waste to energy
solutions. Municipal landfill
gases, manure from livestock
operations, waste streams
from municipal and industrial
treatment plants and wood
residuals left behind by the forest
industry are all materials that
can be converted to clean energy
and other high-value products.

Forest fire risk mitigation
— In British Columbia alone,
forest fires consume many
tens of thousands of hectares
annually, decreasing air quality
and increasing health risks to
communities and costing the
province hundreds of millions
of dollars. The Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations estimated
that in 2010 over 160,000
hectares were lost to forest fires,
with a cost of over $200 million.
A recent analysis of harvest
operations in a southeast BC
region found that less than 40
percent of harvested inventory
was considered merchantable
timber, and that 60 percent was
considered non-merchantable.
The Insurance Bureau of
Canada estimated in their
June 2012 report that forest
fires in BC are predicted to
increase by more than 50
percent in the next 40 years due
to climate change factors. By
developing productive uses for
this biomass, new bioenergy
applications have the potential
to significantly reduce the
frequency and severity of
forest fires both in BC and in
other jurisdictions. Bioenergy
provides us with the opportunity
to economically reduce the
primary stress to ecosystems,
excess forest density, and can

help ensure healthy, resilient,
and sustainable ecosystems
and rural communities.
Enhanced resource values —
Putting unused and undervalued
resources to work adds more
value to the entire supply chain.
The BC forest products industry
has been a leader in early
adoption of bioenergy to utilize
waste residuals, reduce costs,
and create new revenue streams
through cogeneration sales.
New technologies and processes
that can be adopted within
existing plant infrastructure
and production of value
added in fuels and specialty
chemicals products are now
being deployed globally. BC,
with its abundant biomass and
world class sustainable forest
management practices is well
positioned to lead the next stage
of growth.
Economic and employment
diversification — Utilizing local
biomass resources diversifies
the economy, creates green jobs
and keeps energy dollars in the
community. This is especially
important for First Nations, rural
and remote communities, where
expensive and environmentally
less attractive propane and
diesel are relied on for heat
and power.
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Bakerview EcoDairy

New trade and investment
opportunities — Investment in
and development of bioenergy
results in new products and

technologies for both domestic
and export markets. Successful
deployment of projects on home
ground provides a platform
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for BC companies to sell their
solutions abroad.

Feedstocks

Forest Residues

Construction and Demolition Waste

Densification

•

Drying

Disturbances

•

Dedicated Plantations

Transportation

Value Chain

Biorefinery
Mixing

•

Transportation

•

Storage

Biofuels and Bioenergy

Traditional Products

2nd Generation Fuels

High-Value Co-Products

• cogeneration

• pulp and paper
• lumber

• cellulosic ethanol
• renewable diesel

• biochemicals
• biomaterials
• advanced products

• district heating
• pellets

Range of possible value-added co-products
Source: Natural Resources Canada, 2010

Growing markets for bio-products
Natural Resources Canada estimates substantial global growth by 2015 for these emerging bio-products:

5.3%

annual growth in green
chemicals (mainly alcohols)
to US$62.3 billion;

10.0% 23.7%
annual growth in wood fibre
composites to US$35.0 billion;

annual growth in bioplastics
and plastic resins growing to
US$3.6 billion; and

12.6%

annual growth for biomassbased platform chemicals
(used to make other chemicals)
to US$4.0 billion
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BC Bioenergy Network:

Catalyst for a Sustainable Future

BC Bioenergy Network
(BCBN) is championing
bioenergy development in
our province and creating
greater value from our
forests and other biomass
resources for the benefit
of all British Columbians.

The Role of BC Bioenergy Network

2

With every new success, it becomes easier to see a future in which bioenergy will
become a major part of our energy supply. But getting to that future requires continued
improvements in biomass feedstock production and conversion technologies. This is a
complex process that involves refining existing technologies and developing new ones,
then proving them in pilot projects and demonstration facilities.
Private investors need proof that
concepts are viable before they
will invest the money needed
to move the technology to
commercialization. Demonstrating
new technologies is a costly,
time consuming and technically
challenging process. BCBN is the
bioenergy champion capable of
identifying the most promising
projects and bringing together
the resources, the people and the
partners needed to deploy them.

Pilot and full-scale
capital demonstration
projects
Since 2008, BCBN has invested
$15.75 million into 19 projects,
which represent a total project
value of $121 million. The
financial support provided by
BCBN has ranged from grants,
to loans, to equity, with funding
tailored to the stage of the
individual project, the technical
risks, and the nature of the
financing required.

Selecting the right projects is one
of the most demanding aspects
of BCBN’s work. To help guide
decision making, BCBN seeks out
projects that meet the following
criteria:
• P
 otential for significant
environmental benefits;
• I nnovative technologies
deploying best-in-class, firsttime in BC technologies;
• C
 ommercial potential that
can be replicated at home
and in export markets;
• P
 artnering and leveraging
opportunities with key private
and public stakeholders; and
• R
 egional diversity with
representation from different
parts of BC — see Appendix 1
for project locations.

Capacity-building
projects
Capacity-building projects
help organizations and
companies acquire the
knowledge or capabilities
they need to implement
effective bioenergy initiatives.

To date, BCBN has invested
approximately $822,000 into
11 capacity-building projects,
ranging from market evaluations,
to biomass availability studies,
to planning and technical
feasibility studies. Among
other projects, BCBN has:
• H
 elped create industry hubs
in the BC North Central Region,
close to large sources of woody
biomass;
• P
 rovided support for BC’s
agriculture industry to develop
the agri-energy sector; and
• A
 ssisted First Nations groups to
develop solutions for replacing
diesel and propane systems
with reliable and renewable
energy systems in remote BC
communities.
These types of projects provide
a strong foundation for the
continued growth and success
of the bioenergy sector.
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FortisBC

Education and advocacy
In addition to funding capital
demonstration and capacitybuilding projects, BCBN takes
an active role in helping develop
the bioenergy and bio-economy
sectors through education,
knowledge sharing and advocacy.
Between 2008 and 2013, BCBN
sponsored 43 conferences
and workshop events in BC,
contributing $233,000 in direct
financial support. Working with
others, BCBN has also helped
attract major world class events
to BC such as the March 2013
Global Methane Initiative Expo.
This forum is expected to attract
delegates from over 40 countries
to discuss international methane
abatement activities that address
both climate and energy security
goals.
Another key component of
BCBN’s work, one that costs
relatively little, but creates
significant value, is providing
advisory, networking and
liaison services to help projects
secure funding and proceed
to implementation.
As part of this, BCBN:
• C
 onnects promising
technologies and solutions
among project proponents;
• S
 peaks to interested
stakeholders across BC
and around the world
to help funders, investors,

Paradigm Environmental Technologies
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Fibreco Export Inc.

BCBN funded projects create new opportunities and economic activity. $16.6 million
of BCBN project funding has leveraged new investments for a total project value of
$123.5 million, which represents 1,826 person years of employment, $106 million in
GDP and $19.75 million in new tax revenues for government.
and regulators better understand opportunities for
clean sustainable bioenergy
deployment;
• L iaises with government,
academic, and private
agencies; and
• A
 ctively participates in
stakeholder conferences,
consultations, and initiatives
to assess and promote
bioenergy’s important role in
the integrated bio-economy.
 eyond the many outreach
B
activities, BCBN has developed
and/or supported specific skills
development and educational
activities:
• F ive district energy and
community energy workshops around BC;
• A
 Bioenergy Scholarship at
the University of Northern
British Columbia; and
• T
 he Student Biotechnology
Network in the Lower Mainland.

Working With World
Class Researchers in BC’s
Universities and Institutes
British Columbia is blessed with world class research
talent through its four major universities; University of
British Columbia (UBC), University of Victoria, Simon
Fraser University, and University of Northern British
Columbia. BCBN provided a grant to the Clean Energy
Research Centre at UBC to refurbish and re-commission
its gasifier equipment which is now used for a variety
of university and company biomass feedstock research
activities. BCBN also supported the research and
funding of UBC’s combined Heat and Power Energy
System (see page 13). BCBN continues to work closely
with UBC and was instrumental in facilitating a
partnership between the university and the Korean
Institute of Science and Technology that will boost joint
research and development in biomass based fuels and
chemicals.
On the technical and skills front, BCBN is working with
the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT),
to develop a project that will utilize wood waste used
from their wood working programs to fuel a campus
biomass energy system that will provide heat to many
of the buildings and provide valuable leading edge
information on fuel supply and achieving ultra clean
emission levels.
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Leveraging our project
investments

Strong project performance —
Successes achieved, more on the way

Funding by source, as a percentage of all project investments

Project Outcomes (2008 to 2013)
1%

3%
13%

13%

21%

37%

26%

19%

52%

14%

■ BCBN

■ Private sector

■ Successfully completed projects

■ Projects in progress, experiencing delays

■ Other provincial (e.g. ICE Fund)

■ Other

■ Projects in progress and on track

■ Not successfully completed projects

■ Federal (e.g. SDTC, NRCan)

■ Projects in initial stages

The funding support provided by BCBN is instrumental in attracting
additional funds from other sources. To date, BCBN’s share of total
project costs for the capital demonstration and capacity-building
projects amount to 13 percent — representing an overall average
of 7.4 to 1 leverage of BCBN investments.

The capital projects BCBN has
supported have a remarkable
track record of successful
progress and completion.
Although many are mid-stage
development projects which
typically have significant levels
of technical, financial and other
risks, 99 percent of these projects
are proceeding, although some
with delays along the way. This
outcome reflects the extensive
due diligence BCBN undertakes,
both in initial project evaluation
and in providing ongoing support
during implementation. Flexible
funding mechanisms tailored to
the level of risk and needs of the

Whether its converting landfill gas to clean,
renewable energy, or using wood residuals to
produce value added industrial chemicals and
building materials, BC’s biomass resources
are delivering significant economic, social and
environmental benefits, with more on the way.

proponents have also contributed
to the high level of project
success.
BCBN’s advocacy, expertise and
support work has also made an
impact. A recent independentlyconducted survey of the impact
of BCBN supported projects,
undertaken by MMK Consulting,
achieved a 100 percent response
rate and elicited many positive
comments about the strongly
supportive role played by BCBN
in fostering bioenergy industry
development.

9

Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd.

BCBN Projects

Northern Initiatives
BC’s North is the historical forestry centre of the province and home to vast quantities of woody biomass.
In 2010 and 2012, BCBN partnered with the International Bioenergy Society in Prince George to welcome
the world to Canada’s largest bioenergy conference.
The biannual conference and exhibition brings together over 400 investors, suppliers, project developers, and
policy makers from around the world to discuss the latest bioenergy hot topics and showcase developments
in local and global projects.
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Bakerview EcoDairy

Demonstrating the Multiple Benefits
of Agri-energy on a Family Farm

Bakerview EcoDairy is proud
of its role as Canada’s first
bioenergy demonstration
farm. Based in Abbotsford,
BC, this innovative
operation helps educate
the public and local farmers
about the environmental,
economic and social
benefits of using an onfarm anaerobic digester to
convert manure and milk
waste into power, heat and
other valuable by-products.

While anaerobic digesters have
been used in many countries for the
past decade, they are mostly used
on large farms. BCBN invested in
this innovative pilot project to help
the Nutriva Group develop a cost–
effective, small scale anaerobic
digester appropriate for smaller
family farms.
The digester now in place at
Bakerview processes the manure
from the farm’s 50 dairy cows
over a period of 21–30 days. The
resulting biogas is converted into
usable electricity in a 20 kWh
electricity generator, creating
175,000 kWh of power per year,
enough to supply all of the farm’s
power requirements. Adding to the
renewable electricity, the effluent
generated from the digesting
process is separated to produce
a high-quality, low-odour field
fertilizer, while the remaining solids
are used as bedding material for
cow stalls.

With over 6,000 hours on the system
and a number of modifications over
the last year, Bakerview’s anaerobic
digester is set to go to commercial
scale in 2013, offering a wide range
of benefits to farms in the 100–400
cow range.
Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction: Because methane
is up to 21 times more potent as
a greenhouse gas than CO2 , the
manure from a single cow can
generate the equivalent of up
to 3 tonnes of CO2 e each year.
On a 50 cow farm, converting that
methane to electricity equates
to a 150 tonne reduction of CO2
every year. On a 400 cow farm, the
savings ramp up to 1,200 tonnes
of CO2 per year, or the equivalent
of taking 300 cars off the road.
Economic Benefits: This pilot
demonstration project is providing
a 33 percent savings on electricity
and saves on bedding costs.

BCBN Projects

Increased Water and Food Safety:
Throughout the digestion process
the manure is heated to nearly
40 degrees Celsius to activate the
bacterial culture. By the time the
manure is fully digested,

99 percent of harmful bacteria
cultures have been destroyed.
Anaerobic digestion directly
prevents pathogens in infected
manure from posing a risk to
human and animal health
through food and drinking
water contamination.
Food Waste Diversion:
The Bakerview digester processes
312,000 litres of milk by-product
waste that would otherwise be
landfilled. This not only reduces
waste, it increases the amount of
electricity the digester can generate.
Odour Reduction: For those living
near dairy farms, odour can be a
contentious issue that impacts
the co-existence of farm and
residential communities. Through
the destruction of volatile organic
compounds, on-farm digesters are
a means of eliminating offensive
odours by upwards of 97 percent.

Next Steps: Cowpower
— A Canadian First
The Agriculture Research
and Development Corporation
(ARDCorp)’s Renewable Agri-Energy
Initiative, another BCBN-funded
project, has developed Cowpower,
a voluntary pricing program
that provides an opportunity for
electricity consumers in BC to
support the adoption of on-farm
anaerobic digesters. Similar to
other renewable energy programs,
Cowpower customers pay a little
extra each month so that BC
farmers can inject clean renewable
electricity onto BC’s energy
grid from certified anaerobic
digesters. It’s a form of offsetting
that allows citizens to feel good
about their electricity use, reduce
their environmental footprint and
support sustainable local farming.

www.CowpowerBC.com
All images: Bakerview EcoDairy

More Effective Fertilizer:
After being inside a digester
for 25–40 days, the nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potassium
in manure are converted into
more easily absorbable nutrients,
allowing these nutrients to be
more readily absorbed by crops.
The biological and chemical
oxygen demand of the manure
is also reduced, helping to reduce
the impacts of any manure runoff on aquatic ecosystems.
Bakerview estimates it uses 104
fewer kilograms of phosphate
fertilizer each year by using this
fertilizer by-product instead of
regular manure.
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Climate Change Winners

Municipal Waste to Energy

With methane emissions 21 times more harmful than CO2, municipalities committed to climate action
measures are looking at ways to capture and utilize landfill gas to offset costs and meet climate action
commitments. Combined, these trail-blazing projects are on track to reduce emissions at the equivalent
rate of taking over 12,000 cars off the road per year.

Cedar Road Bioenergy

FortisBC

Cedar Road Bioenergy, Nanaimo
On Vancouver Island, the public
private partnerships between
the Regional District of Nanaimo
(RDN) and Cedar Road Bioenergy
Inc. (Cedar Road) is leading the
way with the Nanaimo Bioenergy
Centre. Opened in 2009, this
small-to-medium-sized biogas
utilization facility, the first of its
kind in the province, generates
electricity from landfill gas and
showcases best practices for
smaller municipalities around
the world. Leveraging BCBN’s
$400,000 loan and $200,000
equity investment, Cedar Road
is building a $6.3 million worldclass, small-scale facility landfill
gas conversion facility over
two phases. The subsequent
installation of a gas holding
tank system proved a game

changer for the facility, helping
to enhance profitability. Today
Cedar Road is selling the resulting
electricity to BC Hydro under
the Standing Offer Program and
environmental benefits are on
track to deliver CO2e reductions
of 30,000 tonnes in 2012. Cedar
Road has acknowledged BCBN
as an invaluable project partner.
With the success of the Nanaimo
project, Cedar Road has now set
up a subsidiary in Mexico and
is pursuing other projects both
inside and outside of BC.

FortisBC, Salmon Arm
The Columbia Shuswap Regional
District (CSRD), meanwhile,
has partnered with FortisBC
at the Salmon Arm landfill to
build and commission the first
municipal landfill gas facility to
capture landfill gas and upgrade
it to pipeline-grade renewable
methane — a direct replacement
for fossil natural gas. BCBN
provided $200,000 support to
FortisBC on the gas clean-up
portion of a $2 million project.
A smaller facility than Nanaimo,
the CSRD estimates that the CO2e
emission reductions generated
from the methane recovery will
be 10,000 tonnes annually over
the next 15 years of the project
life. Environmental benefits
will be further enhanced at an
estimated average of 27,000

gigajoules per year of renewable
methane directly replacing
natural gas combustion in homes
and businesses in the area. Based
on 0.050 tonnes CO2e /GJ, this
is expected to result in a further
reduction of 1,000–1,750 CO2e
tonnes per year over the life of
the project.

“BCBN funding was the
tipping point for this
project and BCBN has
been flexible and easy
to work with.” FortisBC

BCBN Projects
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Nexterra Systems Corp.,
at University of British
Columbia’s Vancouver Campus

Nexterra Systems Corp.

Harvest Power

Harvest Power, Richmond
On the organic waste side, Harvest
Power Canada, Ltd. (Harvest
Power) will divert 27,000 tonnes
of food scraps and yard trimmings
from Metro Vancouver landfills
to produce renewable biogas
to electricity for BC Hydro and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by about 10,255 tonnes of CO2e
per year. BCBN provided a $1
million loan to help Harvest
Power establish the $20 million
high solids anaerobic digestion
(HSAD) facility, with an additional
$500,000 grant helping build a
pilot scale mobile HSAD testing
unit that will determine the
right feedstock mix for optimal
performance. According to Harvest
Power, BCBN’s support has been
far more than financial in nature.

“BCBN is the best and
most valuable partner we
have — they take the “N”
in networking seriously.”
Harvest Power

The HSAD facility, a first in
North America, was recently
a recipient of KPMG’s top 100
global infrastructure projects
in its Infrastructure 100: World
Cities Edition.

In Vancouver, large volumes of urban wood
waste used to end up in landfill each year. Today,
the University of British Columbia is using an
innovative gasification system developed by
Nexterra Systems Corp. (Nexterra) to convert
some of this material into low-cost renewable
heat and power.
BCBN played a key role in helping Nexterra develop its
high-efficiency combined heat and power solution. An early
supporter, BCBN provided $1.5 million for Nexterra’s Product
Development Center in Kamloops, BC, helping leverage the
federal support needed to prove ultra clean gasification and
launch the pilot. The success of this project enabled Nexterra to
move on to the full-scale demonstration project at UBC (eight
times the size of the pilot project) and attract $28 million of
funding from nine partners, including an additional $1.5 million
grant from BCBN, of which $0.5 million committed to continued
research at the university.
The 2 MW electric and 4 MW thermal Nexterra system is now
helping UBC reduce its GHG emissions by displacing a minimum
of 12 percent of the campus’ natural gas consumption and 4
percent of its peak electrical consumption. This translates to
reductions of approximately 4,500 tonnes of CO2e per year,
roughly the same as removing 1,100 cars from the road.
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Lignol Innovations, Burnaby
Lignol Innovations is demonstrating the many high-value
products that can be derived from biomass using its
proprietary biorefining process.
The company is a leader in technology for producing “cellulosic ethanol” — fuel
grade ethanol made from non-food biomass like wood waste and agriculture
residues. In the process, Lignol extracts a very pure form of lignin called HP-LTM,
a non-toxic biochemical that can be used in place of oil-based chemicals to
produce industrial resins, coatings and foams.
Over two phases, Lignol received $3 million from BCBN as a part of an
$8.2 million project to demonstrate its biorefining capabilities at a pilot
demonstration plant, while also conducting advanced research into its High
Purity Lignins (HP-LTM). BCBN’s support helped Lignol accelerate its research
on a much larger scale, develop partnerships with leading companies in target
industrial sectors, and produce a powerful intellectual property portfolio. By the
end of Phase 2, Lignol is developing supply relationships for HP-LTM and other
co-products that serve multi-billion dollar international market segments. Next
step: commercial deployment of the Lignol Biorefinery Platform at an existing
pulp mill.
Lignol Innovations

Paradigm Environmental
Technologies, Crofton

In 2010, BCBN provided Paradigm Environmental
Technologies and partner firm, Elemental Energy, with
$1.8 million of the $6.6 million it needed to develop and
demonstrate its MicroSludgeTM wastewater treatment
technology at the Catalyst pulp and paper mill in Crofton, BC.
By testing the technology in a self-contained system at 1 percent the size
of full-scale implementation, Paradigm effectively proved the technology’s
three main benefits:
• T
 he “digestion” time needed to process waste was greatly reduced, thus
increasing throughput which dramatically reduces operating and capital
costs;
• B
 y efficiently liquefying waste-activated sludge, MicroSludgeTM reduced
the volume of bio-solids that needed to be transported offsite for disposal;
and
• A
 much higher percentage of those bio-solids were converted to methane
gas, which can be converted into electricity to power the facility.

Paradigm Environmental Technologies

With paybacks of less than three years at full scale, this technology could
dramatically increase the both the capacity and sustainability of existing
wastewater treatment systems in both pulp and municipal applications in
BC and throughout the world. BCBN has since been instrumental in providing
guidance to Metro Vancouver and its Board as it analyzed the potential for
utilizing the technology in its municipal sewage treatment plants. This has
led to a large-scale application, which will reduce the region’s need to add
new sewage facilities in the near-term.

BCBN Projects
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Projects In Development

Kwadacha First Nation, Fort Ware
Several projects recently approved by BCBN hold promise to be substantial accelerators of bioenergy,
either on the technology front or for deployment to a key stakeholder group such as the First Nations
and remote communities.

Through the BC First Nations Energy and Mining Council and the BC First Nations Forestry Council, BCBN and other stakeholders were
introduced to the Kwadacha First Nation community in Northern BC. In 2011, the 300 residents of Kwadacha required 953,000 litres of
diesel for power and electrical baseboard heating and 170,000 litres of propane for heating central buildings such as the school and
store. The cost of providing diesel based power to this remote community was determined to be at least 67 cents per kWh. A properly
designed biomass CHP system with satisfactory energy loads for both electricity and heating holds the potential to reduce this cost in half,
resulting in savings to the community, rate payers, and tax payers. The planning and engineering work is currently underway and pending
additional funding confirmation, implementation of the system should commence in 2013. In addition to providing $500,000 in funding
and ongoing project support, BCBN is working with Kwadacha to complete a long-term energy purchase agreement with BC Hydro, the
first of hopefully many more in the province.

Projects In Development

Quadrogen Power Systems, Delta
Quadrogen Power Systems Inc., a developer of high-performance biogas clean-up technologies, is preparing
to demonstrate that its technology can clean landfill gases, particularly siloxanes, to a level that has never
been achieved before at this cost.
With $1.5 million of funding from BCBN, Quadrogen will install its proprietary technology at Delta, BC-based greenhouse vegetable producer,
Village Farms, which already uses landfill gases from an adjacent landfill for greenhouse heating. The $7.9 million project is expected to
demonstrate that landfill gases can be cleaned to ultra-clean levels, creating high-value gases and fuels that can be sold to other users.
The project is expected to break ground in March 2013.

All images: Kwadacha First Nation

BCBN conducted a review of the current state of off-grid power production in the province of BC and determined there were over 60
remote communities predominantly powered and heated by a combination of diesel, propane, and firewood. BCBN decided to take an
active role in identifying and implementing an appropriate clean, sustainable, small scale woody biomass fuelled combined heat and
power (CHP) solution for one community that could be replicated across the province in the future. Objectives of the project include
displacement of fossil fuel consumption, generation of jobs, revenue, and energy self-sufficiency for the community.
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Wood Pellets

A Commercial Success Story for the BC Bio-Economy

BCBN believes
the investments
it is making today
will have an even
greater economic
impact in the future.
That’s because
the vast majority
of investments
are forming the
foundation for new
commercial ventures
and industries, many
of which will grow over
time. Consider the
evolution of the wood
pellet sector in BC.

In the late 1990s, BC
entrepreneurs began to see
an opportunity to use wood
residuals from the BC forest
products industry to produce
wood pellets. This product
had an emerging market in
Europe, where greenhouse
gas regulation, high energy
costs, and concerns about
energy security encouraged
the replacement of fossil-based
fuels with renewable energy
sources like wood.
Today BC’s annual production
of wood pellets has grown to
close to 1.9 million tonnes,
over 94 percent of which is
exported according to the
Wood Pellet Association of
Canada (WPAC). The positive
economic impact of this
industry is also considerable,
with wood pellets representing
a $275 million industry in BC,
supporting between 1,400 to
2,400 jobs, representing GDP of
$220 million, and contributing
combined federal, provincial
and municipal tax revenues
of approximately $43 million.
That’s significant growth for
an industry that did not exist
15 years ago.

Current trends in global markets
suggest the wood pellets
industry will enjoy even stronger
growth in the years ahead:
• T
 he EU’s “20/20/20” targets
(20 percent reduction in GHG,
20 percent reduction in energy
consumption, 20 percent
of power from renewable
sources) are projected to
generate a need for 25 to 40
million tonnes of biomass
by 2050. That’s two to three
times higher than the total
current global demand for
wood pellets (estimated at
about 14.4 million tonnes
in 2011); and
• W
 hile Europe is by far the
largest export market for
wood markets, large new
markets are emerging in
Korea, Japan, and China.
In Korea, for example,
power producers have
been mandated to include
renewable fuel in their
portfolio, starting at 2 percent
in 2012 and increasing
to 10 percent by 2020.

Wood pellets represent a $275 million industry
in BC, supporting between 1,400 to 2,400 jobs,
representing GDP of $220 million
Wood Pellet Association of Canada

BC Bioenergy Network is
working with WPAC to help the
industry respond to and position
itself on key issues. For example,
with public debate around
sustainability issues, BCBN is
supporting a study that will help
policy makers and the public
better understand how biomass
energy can lead to significant
carbon savings on a sustainable
basis. Another area of support
has been to evaluate promising
torrefaction or next-generation
wood pellet technologies. These
technologies are in early stages
of commercial deployment
around the globe and a number
of BC pellet producers, investors,
and customers are interested
in locating projects in BC. BCBN
is also working with WPAC to
encourage investment and
international partnerships with
Korean research organizations.

BCBN Projects

Wood Pellet Association of Canada

Fibreco Export Inc.

BCBN is supporting a study that will help policy
makers and the public better understand how
biomass energy can lead to significant carbon
savings on a sustainable basis
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Realizing the Full Potential of Bioenergy

3

There are many reasons to believe that the bioenergy industry is poised for tremendous economic
and employment growth in the next decade:
Poised for growth
Learning from the Best — Biofuel production in Canada and the
US has grown by more than six times between 2000 and 2010,
with higher rates of increase in recent years. In parts of Europe,
bioenergy growth rates have been even more dramatic with a
14-fold increase in Sweden, and an 18-fold increase in Austria.
Biofuels and waste now account for approximately 35 to 45
percent of all energy production and 15 to 25 percent of all energy
consumption in Sweden, Austria and Finland. While bioenergy’s
share of the US and Canadian energy markets has been in the range
of 3 to 6 percent, global growth projections will lead to increased
deployment in North America.
Support from Complementary Industries — The 2010 Forest
Products Association of Canada (FPAC)’s Bio-Pathways Project
undertook a comprehensive study of the opportunities to
produce a wide range of bio-products using wood fibre residues.
It confirmed that integrating new technologies with the Canadian
forest industry’s existing infrastructure leads to improved
productivity and environmental performance while leveraging
returns on assets and investments. These findings are expected
to further accelerate bioenergy investment by Canada’s forest
products industry.
Investing for Growth — The recent successful implementation of
larger-scale bio-economy capital projects, such as the production
of high-value fuels and resins from woody biomass, is creating
a strong investment case for integrated bioenergy projects. This
is attracting significant new capital to the industry and BCBN is
currently advocating for a number of strong BC candidates.

Realizing the full promise of the province’s bioenergy
sector requires continued investment, coordination
and collaboration among all stakeholders, including
the private sector, our educational institutions and
government.

Reaching the
full potential
Within Canada, British Columbia
is uniquely positioned to
capitalize on continued bioenergy
development. Excellent nearterm opportunities include:
• Utilizing our Abundant
Woody Biomass to
Replace Fossil Fuels
With enough woody biomass
to supply more than half of
the Province’s total domestic
fossil fuel energy demand,
waste residuals could replace
fossil fuels, address waste
management, climate change,
energy independence, and
rural economic diversification
goals;
• Using Bioenergy to
Support the Forestry
and Agriculture Sectors
Bioenergy works best when
integrated into existing
industries and is an excellent
fit to grow and add value to
BC’s traditional forestry and
agriculture sectors;

• D
 eveloping New
Export Markets
New technology solutions
developed and deployed
here in BC are now poised
to provide solutions in
global markets;

• I ncreasing Municipal Waste
to Energy Projects
Using waste that would
otherwise cost taxpayers
dollars to dispose, we can
implement municipal wasteenergy projects that reduce
costs, generate revenue,
address climate change goals,
and encourage green jobs; and
• Extracting Products
for Multiple Markets
BCBN sees excellent nearterm potential in co-product
technologies that extract
various combinations of
electricity, heat, biofuels, and
other bio-chemical products
from the same biomass source.
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Cedar Road Bioenergy

Bakerview EcoDairy
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Nexterra Systems Corp.

What it will take
Successful large-scale bio-economy projects around the world have one thing in common: they have all enjoyed
consistent and predictable government support. To realize the full promise of bioenergy and move to the multiple
benefits inherent in a true bio-economy model, continued investment, coordination, and collaboration by all
stakeholders will be required. Part of BCBN’s job going forward will be to ensure BC’s population and policy makers
understand how bioenergy can safely and effectively meet our energy, environmental, and economic needs.

Importantly, the bioenergy industry will also require the continued
presence of an industry champion. At the centre of the BC bioenergy
industry since 2008, BCBN has cultivated a strong track record for
serving the industry, supporting success and maintaining efficient
and effective service to the bioenergy industry.
BCBN’s priorities
for the future
Going forward, BCBN will
continue its important work to
invest in promising development
projects, advocate for strong
projects, and leverage BCBN
investments with funding
partners. Additional priorities
will include:
• R
 ecapitalizing BCBN from
government, private sector,
and not-for-profit sources that
have policy and organizational
objectives linked to reducing
our reliance on fossil fuels and
more effectively maximizing
our natural resource utilization;
• F orging closer alliances with
BC Research universities, and
institutes drawing on the depth
of research excellence and
expertise in BC to accelerate
clean energy capability;

• B
 uilding a collaborative, international network to promote
and share information
on viable clean energy
technologies;
• C
 ompleting funding
arrangements with Korean
research institutes that wish
to collaborate on mutually
beneficial, clean energy
research projects;

projects, building upon
the cluster of expertise and
knowledge gained through the
combined efforts of academia
and government policy and
support; and
• L everaging and promoting
$175 million in leveraged
capital projects over the
next five years.
Cedar Road Bioenergy

• D
 emonstrating the commercial
viability of distributed energy
solutions based upon biomass,
combined heat and power
for remote communities, and
liquid transportation fuels;
• D
 eveloping the next-generation
solid fuels industry based upon
torrefaction to displace the use
of coal;
• C
 ontinuing to be a catalyst
in support of private sector
investment in clean energy

With dozens of success stories to date, and many
more still to come, BCBN will continue the critical
work of supporting a clean energy future and
creating a foundation for truly sustainable growth.
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Cedar Road Bioenergy
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Bakerview EcoDairy

Nanaimo Bioenergy Centre, Nanaimo

Bakerview EcoDairy Vitala Dairy Barn building, Abbotsford
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Appendix 1 — BCBN Project Locations
Projects have been undertaken across all regions of British Columbia, including seven in the North and Interior,
four on Vancouver Island and the remainder in the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley.

Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley

2

1
4 5
3

Kwadacha First Nation,
Fort Ware

6

7

8

9

1. Nexterra (UBC)
2. UBC Clean Energy Research Centre
3. Paradigm
4. Lignol
5. Planned Project A
6. Harvest Power
7. Quadrogen

Northern Bioenergy
Partnership,
Prince George

8. ARDCorp
9. Bakerview EcoDairy

FortisBC, Quesnel

Planned Project C,
100 Mile House

Nexterra, Kamloops

FortisBC, Salmon Arm
Planned Project B,
Kamloops

Cedar Road Bioenergy, Nanaimo
ICC Group, Nanaimo

Elemental Energy /
Paradigm, Crofton
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Appendix 2 — BCBN Project List
Since its establishment in 2008, BCBN has provided a total of approximately $16.8 million in project funding
to bioenergy initiatives.
			 Estimated total
Project title	
Organization	
BCBN funding	project cost

Pilot and full scale capital demonstration projects
Woody biomass
Gasifier Clean Syngas Research
CHP Gasifier Demonstration and R&D at UBC
Biochemical Demonstration Plant
Biochemical High Purity Lignin Research
Gasifier Equipment Re-commissioning and Research
Catalyst Paper Waste Activated Sludge to Biogas Production
Catalyst Paper WAS to Biogas Production — Closed Loop
CHP Solution for First Nation Remote Communities

Nexterra Energy Corp. (Kamloops)
$
Nexterra Energy Corp. (UBC)		
Lignol Innovations (Burnaby)		
Lignol Innovations (Burnaby)		
UBC Clean Energy Research Centre (UBC)		
Elemental Energy/Paradigm Environmental Tech (Crofton)		
Paradigm Environment Technologies Inc. (Vancouver)		
Kwadacha First Nation (Fort Ware)		

		
$
Municipal
Landfill Gas to Electricity
Cedar Road Bioenergy Inc. (Nanaimo)		
Landfill Gas to Electricity Phase 2 Expansion, Gas Storage
Cedar Road Bioenergy Inc. (Nanaimo)		
Organics to Synthetic Biodiesel
International Composting Corporation (Nanaimo)		
Landfill Gas Clean-up and Injection to Pipeline
FortisBC-Columbia Shuswap Regional District (Salmon Arm)		
Detailed/Design Feasibility for Integrated CHP
FortisBC-Quesnel District Energy System (Quesnel)		
Fraser Richmond Soil & Fibre Organics to Biogas and Electricity
Harvest Power (Richmond)		
Ultra Clean Landfill Gas — Electricity Production1
Quadrogen Power Systems (Delta)		
		
$
Agriculture
Small-Scale Anaerobic Digestion to Electricity
Bakerview EcoDairy/Nutriva Group (Abbotsford)		

1,500,000
$
5,800,000
1,500,000		 29,900,000
1,820,000		 6,300,000
1,180,000		 1,920,000
100,000		
500,000
1,500,000		 6,100,100
275,000		
500,000
500,000		 7,125,000
8,375,000

$

58,145,100

400,000		 3,800,000
200,000		 2,400,000
1,500,000		 7,100,000
200,000		 2,000,000
200,000		
400,000
1,500,000		 19,178,110
1,500,000		 7,909,000
5,500,000

$

34,878,110

240,000		

530,500

Board approved projects (but not yet contracted and/or announced)
Wood Waste-Energy System, Ultra Clean Emissions Testing
Project A (Burnaby)		
Torrefaction and Biomass Power Projects
Project B (Kamloops)		
Torrefaction Facilities for Exporting Solid Fuels
Project C (100 Mile House)		

135,000		 1,000,000
500,000		 14,560,000
1,000,000		 4,000,000

		

3,135,000

$

$

27,469,000

Total capital demonstration Projects		
$ 15,750,000
$ 121,022,710
			
Capacity-building projects
Bioenergy Business Plan for the North
Northern Bioenergy Partnership (Prince George)		
52,500		
52,500
Renewable Agri-Energy Initiative — Phase 1 Operations Support
Agriculture Research & Development Corporation (Abbotsford)		
76,000		
100,000
Comprehensive Life-Cycle Carbon Tracking Study
BC Forestry Climate Change Working Group		
135,000		
501,418
Remote Community Biomass CHP
BC First Nations Energy and Mining Council		
100,000		
100,000
Remote Community Biomass CHP
BC First Nations Forestry Council		
100,000		
100,000
Torrefaction Technology Evaluation
Wood Pellet Association of Canada		
89,285		
193,920
UBC Malcolm Knapp Biomass Energy System
University of British Columbia		
22,500		
45,000
Northern Bioenergy Partnership — Operations Support
Northern Bioenergy Partnership		
100,000		
530,000
Renewable Agri-Energy Initiative — Phase 2 Operations Support
Agriculture Research & Development Corporation		
100,000		
365,000
Cowpower Program
Agriculture Research & Development Corporation		
36,000		
230,000
Carbon Neutrality Study
Wood Pellet Association of Canada		
11,000		
216,000
Total capacity-building		

$

822,285

$

2,433,838

Total projects (demonstration plus capacity-building)		
$ 16,572,285
$ 123,456,548
Leverage of BCBN funding			
1		
7.4
Education & Advocacy

43 Direct Events and Sponsorship 		

Total funding		

1

245,500		

$ 16,817,785

-

$ 123,456,548

Could be classified also as an Agriculture Project

This list of projects does not include a number of “follow-on” projects, where BCBN is not providing direct funding, but where early support was essential to the additional
investment. Examples include (1) $654,000 for UBC’s Clean Energy Research Centre, (2) $5,000,000 for UBC, and (3) $12,100,000 for Paradigm Environmental Technologies Inc.
for a project at Metro Vancouver’s Lulu Island wastewater treatment plant.
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Appendix 3 — Economic Impacts of BCBN supported projects
BC Bioenergy Network has pursued its mandate with a lean and cost-effective management team and a non-paid
board structure. Management and administrative expenses represent less than 18 percent of total BCBN project
expenditures of $15.8 million and just 3 percent of the $123 million total value of BCBN supported projects.
Financial overview of BCBN — 2008–2013
($ millions)

Opening fund balance — April 2008

$25.0

Expenditures overview

1

Pilot and full-scale capital demonstration projects

15.8

77%

Capacity-building projects

0.8

4%

Education and advocacy

0.2

1%

Net general and administration

3.7

18%

$20.5

100%

Earnings on fund balance 1

$2.2

Expected investment recovery on non-grant investments

$5.7

1

Actuals with estimates for current year end March, 2013

Economic impacts of BCBN supported projects, 2008–13
The economic impacts associated with BCBN supported projects have been significant. Areas of economic impact include:
• Direct

impacts — the economic impacts resulting from the direct expenditures by projects that are receiving BCBN funding;
• Indirect impacts — the economic impacts on the suppliers to the projects being funded — including primary suppliers to the project
themselves, secondary suppliers to the primary suppliers, and so forth; and
• Induced

impacts — the economic impacts that result from workforce re-spending of wages and salaries within the economy.
Summary of economic impacts — BCBN supported projects, 2008–13
BCBN
Funding

Total
Funding

Direct output ($ millions)
Project funding

Direct

$16.6

$123.5

$0.2

$0.2

Indirect

General and administration

$3.7

$3.7

Induced

$20.5

$10.5

$62.1

$4.5

$28.6

$2.5

$15.1

$17.5

$105.8

Federal

$1.58

$9.62

$127.4
Tax revenues 2 ($ millions)

Employment (person-years)

2

Total
Funding

Gross domestic product ($ millions)

Education and advocacy

Direct

BCBN
Funding

176

1,121

Indirect

71

448

Provincial

$1.40

$8.80

Induced

38

225

Municipal

$0.22

$1.33

285

1,794

$3.20

$19.75

Tax revenues include direct, indirect and induced impacts. Tax revenues also form a portion of GDP, and the two numbers should not be added.

Source: MMK Consulting
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Appendix 4 — Emissions Comparison
The environmental benefits of bioenergy are reason enough to push hard for its development. For most of this
century, we have relied upon polluting fossil fuels for our energy needs. We desperately need better and cleaner
energy solutions and the case for biomass is compelling. Biomass produces lower carbon dioxide emissions
than natural gas and dramatically lower carbon dioxide emissions and other sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides
emissions than coal and oil. In simple terms that means less climate change impact and a great deal less air
pollution.

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Comparisons lbs/MWh

Other Emissions Comparisons lbs/MWh

Biomass B

Biomass B

Biomass A

Biomass A

Natural Gas

Natural Gas

Oil

Oil

Coal

Coal

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

0

2

4

■ Sulfur Dioxide

6

8

10

12

■ Nitrogen Oxides

Sources: US Environmental Protection Agency, BEPEX, and additional BCBN Analysis

Biomass A emissions are derived from BEPEX report which evaluated the co-firing of corn stover waste in a torrefaction
electricity application. Biomass B emissions are based on woody biomass conversion in a pyrolysis electricity application.
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Appendix 5 — BC: Leading the Way
Thanks to early innovation, strong policy support and the help of BCBN, British Columbia has emerged as Canada’s
bioenergy leader. On a per-capita basis, BC’s bioenergy capacity is much higher than any of the larger provinces,
more than double that of Ontario’s, and several times that of either Alberta or Quebec. This strong showing reflects
the numerous successes BC has had in developing diverse and increasingly valuable applications for bioenergy.
Cogeneration in the Forest Products Sector — One of the earliest applications of bioenergy in BC was converting waste residuals from sawmills
and pulp and paper facilities (including bark, sawdust and black liquor) into heat and electricity. Co-generation facilities are now in wide
application at major forest products processing facilities throughout the province, creating most of the heat and energy needed to run these
operations, as well as excess energy that is supplied to the grid through BC Hydro’s Clean Energy Calls program.
Wood Pellets — Large volumes of wood pellets produced mostly from interior BC wood residuals and Mountain Pine Beetle (MPB) affected forests
are being sold to Europe and other international markets where they displace traditional higher emissions fossil-based energy sources like coal
and oil.
Integrated Bio-Economy Projects — Recent projects in BC are now extracting multiple bio-products from a single source of biomass. Some of
the major gains are being made in converting woody biomass to bioenergy, biofuels, speciality bio-products and chemicals.
Municipal Heat and Energy — Several BC communities are using local sawmill wood waste to replace propane or natural gas for heat generation.
In the process, these municipalities are contributing to climate action plans and keeping energy dollars in the community. BC also has a number
of demonstration and small-scale projects that are utilizing municipal and agriculture waste to generate electricity or produce heat to replace
natural gas.
Recent Developments — Biogas projects are set to grow in BC with strong consumer response to a renewable natural gas program introduced
by FortisBC, the province’s natural gas utility. Biomass-based alternatives for low-carbon transportation fuels from municipal waste are also in
development and showing great promise.

BC produces

52%
of all wood pellets
made in Canada

BC supplies

15%

of the global market
for wood pellets

Source: Canadian Bioenergy Association (Canbio), 2011

BC produces

BC accounts for nearly

of all biomass generated electricity and 58
percent of all biomass thermal capacity
produced by means of cogeneration and
independent power production in Canada.

of all employment related
to the growing Canadian
biomass heat market

56%

25%

Expanding our use of waste materials for energy
British Columbia’s leadership role in the bioenergy sector is expected to expand. Bioenergy provides an ideal fit with several of BC’s policy
priorities, such as supporting forestry and agriculture sectors, encouraging innovation and fostering new product revenue streams. Bioenergy also
helps BC meet its climate change objectives while providing compelling solutions to municipal waste issues.
Importantly, BC is blessed with a supply of raw materials abundant enough to give the province annual bioenergy production potential of more
than 500 petajoules. That represents more than half of BC’s annual energy consumption. Where does this biomass come from?
Forests — BC is one of the four major fibre baskets in the world with a well-managed and sustainable supply of woody biomass waste including
sawmill and pulp mill residuals, logging residuals, and non-merchantable timber, accounting for more than 85 percent of the Province’s bioenergy
potential.
Agriculture — Small-scale farms and aquaculture operations produce crop residues, food processing waste, and animal waste.
Municipalities — Feedstock comes from municipal solid waste (household and commercial food and garden waste), landfill waste,
and wastewater.
The BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations indicates that the existing forest industry in BC already utilizes 25–30 percent
of the annual harvested biomass (both wood and bark) in the local production and often, the internal consumption of bioenergy. In 2011, 69.5
million cubic meters or 28 million metric tonnes of logs were harvested in BC. Of this a total of 3 million cubic meters or 1.3 million metric tonnes
was billed to the companies but left in the bush (after accounting for silviculture needs) as there was no economic market for that fibre. There is
clearly potential for more biomass to be used for domestic or export bioenergy applications.
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Appendix 5 — BC: Leading the Way continued

Bioenergy provides an ideal fit with several of BC’s policy priorities, such as supporting municipal, forestry
and agriculture sectors, encouraging innovation and fostering new product revenue streams.

British Columbia’s bioenergy resource supply, relative to energy demand

Municipal solid waste
Sustainable agriculture

Size of
resource
(dry tonnes per year)

Bioenergy
potential
(petajoules per year)

Proportion
of bioenergy
potential

948,450

15.2

2.9%

3,266,505

52.1

10.1%

1,000

800

17,114,615

273.8

52.9%

MPB for bioenergy 1

11,014,618

176.2

34.1%

Total potential

32,344,188

517

100%

600

solid waste

■ Sustainable

517

agriculture

400

■ Mountain Pine

Beetle trees
(20 year supply)

300
200

■ Sustainable

100
0

1

■ Municipal

700

500

Sustainable forestry

920

900

Mountain Pine Beetle is a temporary resource (estimated to last for 20 years)

Source: Envint Consulting, An information guide on pursuing biomass energy opportunities and technologies in BC, 2011

forestry

BC bioenergy
potential

BC fossil current
energy demand
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Appendix 6 — Bioenergy in the Global Context

Global distribution of total primary energy supply in 2009

■ Gas

6%

■ Renewable

21%

■ Oil
■ Coal
■ Nuclear

25%

8%

Other

15%

Hydro

77%

Bioenergy

4%
9%
87%

Agricultural crops & by-products
Municipal & Industrial waste
Woody Biomass

13%

35%

Source: IEA Bioenergy

IPCC’s bioenergy pathways

Feedstock
Oil Crops
(Rape, Sunflower, etc.),
Waste Oils, Animal Fats

Sugar and Starch Crops

Lignocellulosic Biomass
(Wood, Straw, Energy Crop,
MSW, etc.)

Biodegradable MSW
Sewage Sludge, Manure, Wet
Wastes (Farm and Food Wastes)
Macroalgae

Conversion Routes
(Biomass Upgrading3) +
Combustion

Liquid Fuels

Transesterification
or Hydrogenation

Biodiesel

(Hydrolysis) + Fermentation
or Microbial Processing

Ethanol, Butanols,
Hydrocarbons

Gasification
(+ Secondary Process)

Syndiesel / Renewable Diesel

Pyrolysis
(+ Secondary Process)

Methanol, Ethanol, Alcohols

Anaerobic Digestion
(+ Biogas Upgrading)

Other Fuels and
Fuel Additives

Other Biological /
Chemical Routes
Photosynthetic Microorganisms
e.g. Microalgae and Bacteria

Heat and/or Power

Bio-Photochemical Routes

Gaseous Fuels
Biomethane
DME, Hydrogen

This illustration provides an overview of the types of heat and power end-products that can be created from various biomass feedstocks
Source: International Panel on Climate Change, Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation, 2010
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